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Abstract—Compact tunable silicon-on-insulator bandpass filters 

are fabricated. The novel proposed geometry provides filter 

bandwidth tunability from 10% to 90% of the free spectral 

range, preserving high off-band rejection (>16 dB). 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Dynamically reconfigurable and adaptive photonic 
integrated circuits are key components of the next generation 
telecom systems. Among them, filters tunable in both central 
wavelength and bandwidth are highly desirable to implement 
flexible and adaptive system functionalities. Tuning the 
bandwidth of integrated optical filters is not an easy task and 
only a few geometries have been demonstrated so far. A single 
ring resonator (RR) with tunable coupling sections [1,2] offer 
poor design flexibility, limited bandwidth and reduced off-band 
rejection. Filters combining a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer 
(MZI) with RRs [3] provide high off band rejection but exhibit 
a severely limited bandwidth tuning range due to in-band 
ripples and insertion loss. Design flexibility, bandwidth 
tunability, high off-band rejection and simple control can all be 
obtained using a single unbalanced MZI with all-pass RRs [4]. 
Here we demonstrate a simpler design, where the phase 
response of only one arm of the MZI is shaped with two RRs 
cascaded in all-pass configuration. This simplified approach, 
that requires only the tuning of the RRs and of the MZI 
unloaded arm phases, provides a wider bandwidth 
reconfiguration range, an easier management with reduced 
power consumption and central wavelength tunability over the 
full Free Spectral Range (FSR), trading off a modest decrease 
in the off-band rejection. This geometry has been tested by 
realizing devices with three different FSRs (200, 100, 25 GHz) 
on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. 

II. FILTER DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The device topology and the relevant design parameters are 
shown in Fig. 1. Lr is the RR cavity length. The length 
difference ΔL between the arms of the MZI is set equal to Lr to 
match the FSR of the RRs. Bandwidth tunability is achieved 
controlling φr, the absolute value of the phase shift that is 
antisymmetrically applied to the two RRs. The coupler splitting 
ratio Κc at the input and output sections of the MZI has been set 
to 50% to get a symmetric behavior of the Through (PT) and 
the Cross (PC) port spectral characteristics when the additional 

 
Figure 1.  Optical microscope photograph of the 100GHz FSR device with 

the design parameters. 

phase shift φMZ is changed by π. The phase change φMZ, 
together with φr, allows to tune also the filter central 
wavelength. The RRs power coupling coefficient Κr is critical 
for the design of this structure. It has been optimized to obtain 
the maximum bandwidth tunability range, keeping acceptable 
minimum off-band rejection for practical applications. An 
optimum value around the 75% has been found through 
extensive circuit simulations performed with Aspic

TM
 

(www.aspicdesign.com). 

In order to test our proposed design, a 220nm-thick silicon 
core layer on a 1μm buried oxide sample of SOI from SOITEC 
was patterned as described in [5]. Deposition of a metallic 
bilayer of NiCr/Au onto the waveguides allows control of both 
φr and φMZ via the thermo-optic effect. 

III. FILTER FUNCTIONALITY 

The device behavior as a function of the differential phase 
shift Δφ=2φr between the two RRs is shown in Fig. 2 for a 
filter with FSR=100 GHz. When Δφ=0 the RRs resonate at the 
same wavelength, being the RRs and the MZI FSRs equal, the 
maximum bandwidth condition is achieved at the Through 
port. The Cross port spectral behavior shows the minimum 
achievable bandwidth and minimum off-band rejection (blue 
line in Fig. 2). The differential phase shift can be easily varied 
by heating up one of the ring resonators and cooling down the 
other in a push-pull configuration. This operation allows to 
continuously tune the bandwidth at the two ports of the device 
until Δφ=2π is reached and the spectral characteristics are 
swapped with respect to the initial situation (red lines in Fig 2). 
When Δφ=π the device acts as a symmetric interleaver (green 
line of Fig. 2), similar to the device analyzed in [6]. The off-
band rejection under this condition is larger than 20 dB. Similar 
behavior is obtained for the other fabricated devices. 

Part of this work has been founded by the italian PRIN 2009 Shared 
Access Platform to PHotonic Integrated REsources (SAPPHIRE) project 

(http://sapphire.dei.polimi.it/) 
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Figure 2.  Experimental bandwidth tuning at the two output ports of the filter. 

The differential phase shift between the RRs is varied from Δφ=0 (blue lines) 

to Δφ=2π (red lines) 

Their overall performances are summarized in Table 1. 
Note that the lower the minimum achievable bandwidth, the 
lower the minimum off-band rejection. The experimental 
results show a wide bandwidth tunability range for all the 
tested devices with a maximum range for the 100 GHz one 
(from 90% to 10% of the FSR) and a minimum range for the 
25 GHz one (from 83% to 14% of the FSR). The off-band 
rejection is larger than 16 dB for all the possible bandwidths of 
the 200 GHz device while it is larger than 10 dB for the 25 
GHz filter. As it can be expected, the best performances are 
achieved by the device with the smaller cavity length (e.g. 200 
GHz ring cavity length) since this guarantees smaller losses. 
Nonetheless, even the largest device fits in a footprint of 
roughly 0.5 mm

2
 enabling dense on chip integration. The 

realized devices also show a maximum deviation of about 1% 
between fabricated and desired FSR. 

The power consumption for thermal tuning is the same for 
all the devices, independently of the FSR. Moreover, the push 
pull configuration guarantees that power consumption does not 
even depend on the bandwidth condition. For the device whose 
performance is illustrated in Fig. 2, power consumption is 
roughly equal to 29.7 mW for the whole tuning range. 

However, this value can be offset if central wavelength tuning 
is required, since it is realized varying the total power 
dissipated over the RRs and the MZI to allow a rigid shift of 
the whole filter characteristic. The filter central wavelength of 
the filter spans the entire FSR by varying the total dissipated 
power by ~60 mW from a minimum of 4.7 mW to a maximum 
of 64.9 mW. 

Finally, the functionality of the filter has also been tested on 
a 10 Gbit/s OOK modulated signal always achieving the error 
free condition with a small power penalty at the receiver. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel single stage filter in Mach-Zehnder configuration, 
realized with Silicon on Insulator technology, with only one 
arm loaded by ring resonators has been demonstrated. It 
guarantees wide tunability range, easy management and 
acceptable off-band rejection keeping a low foot print. The 
generality of the design has been successfully demonstrated 
testing devices with three different FSRs. Furthermore, system 
experiments have successfully demonstrated that the designed 
filter can be an ideal tool for modern telecom systems based on 
the gridless and colorless paradigm. 
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TABLE I.  MEASURED FILTER PARAMETERS OF THE FABRICATED DEVICES 

Designed 

FSR [GHz] 

Filter performance Filter geometry 

Bandwidth tunability 

Range [GHz] 

Minimum off band 

rejection [dB] 

Central wavelength 

tunability 

Experimental FSR 

[GHz] 

Lr [µm]r Footprint size [µm
2
] 

200 23 – 173 16 Entire FSR 197.8 305.2 557.2x307.8 

100 9 – 88.5 10 Entire FSR 99.4 710.4 662.4x288.3 

25 3.7 – 20.8 10 Entire FSR 25.1 2841.6 817.3x708.3 

 


